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Measures of Bayesian discrepancy between prior beliefs and data knowledge N. Bousquet & G. Celeux Select Team, INRIA Futurs & Universit´e Paris XI, France



ABSTRACT: We propose a criterion allowing to detect the potential discrepancy between subjective prior distributions and data, when Bayesian inference is used. The detection of such a conflict can help to correct subjective beliefs, turn down outliers or judging the joint trust into data and expert opinions. Developments are given for exponential and Weibull models. This concrete criterion can work as a calibration tool when no judgment on experts is available. Some issues are considered in a developed discussion.



1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 A concrete issue The Bayesian approach is the optimal approach in statistical inference on a decision-making model X M (θ) when prior knowledge from experts is available. It is often the case in industrial reliability studies, when data are poor (small sizes, heterogeneous, censored). But a reliable Bayesian analysis needs to take properly into account the prior subjective knowledge. Indeed the inference threatens to lead to bad posterior decisions.



precision of estimations and knowledge of expert opinions plead for Bayesian inference. Table 1. Lifetime data Xn from EDF nuclear device. Real failure times: Right-censored times:



134.9, 152.1, 133.7, 114.8, 110.0, 129.0, 78.7, 72.8, 132.2, 91.8 70.0, 159.5, 98.5, 167.2, 66.8, 95.3, 80.9, 83.2



Two expert opinions are available on X, given by independent experts E1 and E2 . They are summarized in Table 2. The E1 opinion is seriously right-shifted with respect to data and testifies on time incoherence between both sources of information. Moreover, the first opinion is centered on one particular component while the second opinion is a more general subjective approach taking accounf of running conditions.



This is particularly the case when there is a discrepancy between prior and data. From a theoretical point of view, prior and likelihood constitute the complete Bayesian model and it seems relevant to study the agreement of the data to this model (Bayarri & Berger 1997, 1998) In the fact, in industrial studies, Bayesian technics are used to overcome frequentist imprecisions in estimation. So the likelihood L(Xn ; θ) is not reconsidered and the prior π(θ) appears as very arbitrary. So this notion of potential conflict makes sense.



Table 2. Expert opinions on nuclear device lifetime. (5%,95%) Interval Median value Expert E1 (200,300) 250 Expert E2 (100,500) 250



1.2 An introductive example In Table 1 right-censored lifetime data from EDF nuclear devices (used in secondary water circuits) are given. For physical reasons and according to a large consensus, those data are assumed to come from a Weibull distribution with density p(x|θ) = βη −β xβ−1 exp(−η −β xβ ) 1x≥0 . Data are given in years (×10). The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) is (ˆ ηn , βˆn ) = (140.8, 4.51) with estimated standard deviations σ ˆn = (7.3, 1.8). Im-



In that case, some of data are old and no longer representative of the real lifetime of the device. Experts take account of techical evolutions (for instance, the enhancement of building materials) to give their judgments. However, they can be too informative and largely more optimist than data. In many industrial domains, the detection of such a conflict can be a significant preliminary to subjective Bayesian inference. In the past, few statistical methods have been studied in this aim and engineers usually use 1



empirical or horse-sense tools.



sidered as too far from each other. Then the computation of the ratio



2 A DATA-AGREEMENT CRITERION



CohJ (π; Xn ) =



2.1 The noninformative view We propose here to use a simple criterion Coh(π; Xn ) measuring the agreement of the available prior π and the data Xn information. In few words, our idea is to compare π(θ) with other priors considered as in agreement with the observed data (or agreement “benchmarks”).



D{π J (.|Xn )||π} D{π J (.|Xn )||π J }



detects automatically a potential discrepancy if CohJ (π; Xn ) > 1. 2.2 Adjustement with MIA priors For reasons of parametrization independence, computational and analytic superiority (see for instance Sivanovi´c & Johnson 2003, Hartigan 1998), D(π1 ||π2 ) will be chosen as the dissymmetrical Kullback-Leibler distance KL(π1 ||π2 )



Let Xn = (X1 , . . . , Xn ) be i.i.d. random variables in the sample space S with a probability density function (pdf) p(x|θ) and θ ∈ Θ ⊂ IRp a p−dimensional parameter vector. A prior density π on θ is said R informative if it is proper, ie. Θ π(θ) dθ < ∞.



KL(π1 ||π2 ) =



Note Pθ the frequentist probability measure where θ is fixed and Pπ the Bayesian probability measure with respect to density π. We consider models M (θ) for which the following assumption is true.



Z



π1 (θ) log Θ



π1 (θ) dθ π2 (θ)



associated to a notion of regret when π2 is used instead of the best choice π1 . However, this criterion can not be used with π J since it is defined up to a unknown constant (except in discrete cases). Then Assumption 2 is introduced by necessity.



A SSUMPTION 1. There exists a noninformative prior measure π J such as ∀α ∈ [0, 1], ∃i > 0,



A SSUMPTION 2. There exists a proper prior measure π M IA called “minimally informative in agreement with data” which is an adjustement of π J .



Pθ {θ ≤ θn (α)} = PπJ {θ ≤ θn (α)|Xn } + O(n−i/2 ) where θn (α) is the posterior α-quantile of θ.



The MIA prior is seen as the less informative prior density modelling an expert opinion in accordance with data. In next section, some MIA candidates and selection rules are proposed. The MIA prior is wanted to add very few information to the data and centered on the MLE θˆn . Then we define properly the dataagreement criterion:



Such priors with orders of frequentist posterior validity are called coverage matching priors (CMP) and have been largely studied by Peers (1965), Ghosh & Mukerjee (1993), Datta & Ghosh (1995) and Datta (1996), as solutions of differential equations. When p = 1, π J is the Jeffreys prior. When p = 2, the CMP prior with best coverage order is the Berger-Bernardo reference prior (Berger & Bernardo, 1992). In the following, we suppose to have no objective precision on Θ. In the frequent industrial case of bounded Θ, integrated noninformative priors are preferable to uniform priors to avoid marginalization paradoxes.



Coh(π; Xn =



Our main idea, proposed in other words by Bernardo (1997), is to consider the posterior density π J (.|Xn ) (with best posterior coverage property) as the best expert prior modelling in accordance with data, in this sense it regulates the likelihood seen as a function of θ into a proper distribution. Thus any prior modelling π will be judged with respect to π J (.|Xn ) using an information-theoretic distance



π J (θ)



KL{π M IA (.|Xn )||π} . KL{π M IA (.|Xn )||π M IA }



(1)



π M IA (θ|Xn )



π J (θ|Xn ) π M IA (θ)



D{π J (.|Xn )||π}.



θ



Figure 1. Ideal view of prior and posterior measures fitting a normalized histogram of the likelihood.



When D{π J (.|Xn )||π} > D{π J (.|Xn )||π J }, the confidence domains for θ given by π and by data are con2



4.1 Exponential MIA selection Let Xn = (X1 , . . . , Xn ) be n data from pdf p(x|θ) = θ exp(−θx) 1{x≥0} . The Jeffreys prior is π J (θ) ∝ θ −1 . A MTS is a single uncensored data. Following MIA candidates make sense to be studied in parallel with the EmPP prior:



3 MIA ELICITATION VIA POSTERIOR PRIORS 3.1 Candidates A natural adjustement of π J has been studied in the context of Bayesian model selection by Berger & Perrichi (1996, 2002), P´erez (1998) and P´erez & Berger (2002), leading to the definition of expected posterior priors. The idea is to introduce a minimal training sample (MTS) quantity X(l) (of size m) as the minimal quantity of data for which π J (.|X(l)) is proper, and to define a MIA candidate as Z M IA πk = π J (.|X(l)) gk (X(l)) dX(l)



1. Sufficient P Conjugate Prior (SCP): π2M IA (θ) = n J −1 π (θ|n maximum i=1 Xi ) centered on the P n −1 ˆ likelihood estimator (MLE) θn = n i=1 Xi .



2. Intrinsic Posterior Prior (IPP) (Berger and Per 2 richi, 2002): π M IA (θ) = θˆn / θˆn + θ .



χ



3



where χ is an empirical or imaginary MTS space and gk (X(l)) is a predictivemeasure on χ. When χ is emn pirical (a set of L ≤ m possible combinations), such priors are considered as modelling a vague knowledge, asymptotically negligible in Bayesian model selection. In the following, we will consider the empirical posterior prior (EmPP)



0.07 0.05 0.04 0.02



(2)



0.03



as the most natural candidate for all models and define the arithmeric data-agreement criterion as CohA (π; Xn ) =



SCP EmPP IPP



0.06



L 1X J π (θ|X(li )) = L i=1



Posterior regret Rn



π1M IA



Evolutions of regrets in Figure 2 shows that the best choice is the SCP prior.
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 L KL π J (.|X(li ), Xn ) || π 1X . L i=1 KL {π J (.|X(li ), Xn ) || π J (.|X(li ))}



0



This second definition will appear to be most stable than (1) and useful when no explicit or practical MIA candidate can be elicited. Note that data are used twice in inference to overcome the lack of information (see Bousquet 2006 for other explanations).
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Figure 2. Evolutions of Rn (k) with respect to size n.



4.2 Weibull analysis Let Xn = (X1 , . . . , Xn ) be n data from pdf p(x|θ) = βη −β xβ−1 exp(−η −β xβ ) 1{x≥0} . The second-order matching reference prior is π J (η, β) ∝ (ηβ)−1 (Sun 1997). A MTS for the Weibull model is an uncensored couple (Xi , Xj ) > 1, (Xi 6= Xi ). No special hierarchy is defined between the two parameters. The EmPP MIA candidate is fortunately explicit, then CohA too. With new parametrization η → µ = η −β , β → β, π J (µ, β|Xi , Xj ) = π ij (µ, β) = π ij (µ|β) π ij (β) with   β β ij π (µ|β) = G 2, Xi + Xj ,



3.2 Selection The selection between MIA candidates is realized defining the expected posterior regret Z  Rn (k) = KL π J (.|Yn ) || πkM IA (.|Yn ) mk (dYn )



where Yn are marginal samples from predictive disR tribution mk (x) = Θ πkM IA (θ)p(x|θ) dθ. The less informative MIA candidate is the one with minimal Rn . The asymptotic form of this criterion is to select the one with best convergence to 0 (due to the asymptotic normality of enough regular posterior distributions). 4 DEVELOPMENTS FOR LIFETIME MODELS A precise work on exponential and Weibull models is available in Bousquet (2006). In particular, the previously defined data (Tables 1 & 2) are used in this more consistent article for illustrating the following purposes on the Weibull model.



ij



π (β) = (Xi Xj )



β−2



  2 −1 β β 2| log Xi /Xj | Xi + Xj



where G(a, b) is the gamma distribution with mean a/b and variance a/b2 .



3



Using a gamma prior in β with prior mean β0 ∈ [1, 7] and standard deviation σβ , we derived from Tables 1 & 2 prior confidence domains for η (then for µ), independent from β prior choices (see Bousquet, 2006). Then a gamma prior on η has been chosen for convenience and calibrated according to these transformed expert opinions. Following Figures 3 shows the evolutions of CohA for the E1 expert opinion, with respect to β0 and σβ . Clearly, the serious conflict between E1 opinion and data is detected and deeper work has to be done for understanding the reasons of such a discrepancy, before all posterior acceptation.



negligible when a conflict appears. For close ideas of comparison of tails, see Lucas (1993).



3.0



In practice, some intuitive tools are used without real stastistical justification. As an example of an incorrect approach which however is used for its simplicity, see the procedure proposed by Usureau (2001). Seeing the likelihood L(Xn , θ) as a distribution on the parameter θ, which is an erroneous view, the calculation of a convolution product δπ,L between π(θ) and L(xn , θ) gives a indicator of similarity between the two functions. Then δπ,L is normalized by maxπ δπ,L , shifting π along the θ axis. It foreshadows our approach.



1.5 2



2.5



5.2 A calibration tool for subjective priors Once the form of density π is fixed, the calibration of π is the elicitation of prior hyperparameters ω with respect to some rules of uncertainty. These rules can be for instance the respect of expert quantiles (assuming they are correct) or may be determined by prior feedback, considering the posterior results of a first experiment. A huge litterature, especially in industrial reliability where expert opinions are largely used, presents numerous strategies for collecting and calibrating expert opinions without real prior feedback results. Thus, Cooke & Goosens (2001), Lannoy & Procaccia (2003), Roelen et al. (2004) propose several indicators to emit prior judgments on expert opinions in a reliability context. O’Hagan (1998, 2005) describes the main steps of a “good elicitation” process and gives his preference for a prior modelling of a combined expert opinion rather than combining separate priors, when several opinions are available. A general review of elicitation in subjective Bayesian statistics can be found in Garthwaite et al. (2005). We propose here an approach where the expert opinion is given the same importance that a fictitious sample. Let consider Assumption 3.
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Figure 3. Evolutions of CohA (π; Xn ) for the E1 prior.



5 DISCUSSION In this section we present some former works dedicated to the detection of conflict in Bayesian settings. Then we submit for discussion several ideas about the calibration of subjective prior distributions using the data-agreement criterion and MIA posterior priors. 5.1 Former works To our knowledge, there are few articles whose subject is precisely a detection of the conflict between informative priors and data, before carrying out Bayesian paradigm. Most of the studies are usually interested in finding tools of “outliers rejection” for Bayesian robustness. De Finetti (1961), Dawid (1973), Hill (1974) and especially O’Hagan (1979, 1988) have proposed some indicators which allow to modify the prior or the likelihood by removing atypical data. In his article of 1988, O’Hagan proposes to use modelling with heavy tails and compare the tails of the information sources (distributions on θ and Xn ). O’Hagan (1990, 2003) then Angers (2000) define and extend the notion of credence as comparative measures of tails to build robust priors in this sense that their posterior influence becomes



A SSUMPTION 3. Any subjective (expert) opinion can be considered as giving as much information on a parameter value θ˜ as a quantity mπ of data. The term information has to be precised. The information about an unbiased frequentist estimate θˆ is usually defined as the Fisher matrix I(θ), if it exists, ˆ The Cramer-Rao theorem insures that estimated in θ. −1 ˆ I (θ) is a theoretical lower bound for the variance ˆ of any unbiased estimator θ. ˆ So we desire to Var[θ] characterize a Bayesian prior modelling by a frequentist notion of information. 3.2.1 Adjusting a subjective opinion 4



3.2.2 Weighting the MIA candidates It makes sense in numerous cases to consider the modelling of a subjective opinion as centered on a ˜ It seems reasonable in prior zone around a value θ. this sense that an expert has rarely a strict vision of separate domains for the observable X. However, it is always possible to separate the priors. Such a rule can avoid the use of few regular priors. If such ˆ is thus directly a prior is chosen, the bias |θ˜ − θ| linked to the belief of the expert, independently from data, and has no reason to be modified. So a part of hyperparameters ω are usually linked to keep first order constraints invariant (prior mean, median, mode, etc.).



The posterior prior approach has the defect to elicit candidate densities which can be viewed as still too informative. We propose to consider Assumption 4 for extending the vision of priors introduced by Assumption 1. A SSUMPTION 4. Any subjective expert opinion has to translate more than a minimal information corresponding to a fraction 1/q of one data. We see the choice of q as a reasonable high value corresponding to a order of posterior precision on an interest function. Thus q is viewable as a parameter of robustness. Underlyingly, an expert can be judged as a fraction of sample size and no more a sample size, ie. with rational instead of integer quantities. Among other things, it allows to introduce an expert opinion as equivalent to a censored fictitious sample.



ˆ corresponds to an expected quantity Because I(θ) of information on X, i.e. the quantity of information given in mean by one single data, the remaining hyperparameters can be calibrated by the comparison −1 ˆ between Var−1 π [θ] and I(θ) since Varπ [θ] has the properties of an information quantity about the ˜ using the idea from Assumption parameter value θ, 3 of comparing two sizes of data (assuming to use a parametrization θ for which the variance matrix is defined).



Formaly, this minimal information is similar to this given by the fictitious likelihood (p(X(l)|θ))1/mq where m is the size of MTS X(l). Then associated MIA candidates can be derivated. However, the propriety of such densities is not guaranteed.



This heuristic approach suffers however from difficulties. Firstly, the Fisher matrix can be neither defined in θˆ nor well conditioned. Secondly, we can legitimately suppose that the computation of an unbiased or minimally biased estimate θˆ remains unattainable for the same reasons which lead to use Bayesian modelling (censure, small number of data, etc.), even if some bootstrapping technics can sometimes overcome these issues (Ip, 1994).



E XAMPLE 1. (Exponential model.) The derivated priors are ! n X M IA −1 −1 SCP: π1 (θ) = G q , (qn) Xi , i=1



L



A more justifiable approach is the use of posterior ˆ by prior π M IA as benchmark densities, replacing I(θ) M IA its inverse variance matrix. Indeed, π is assumed to be a reasonable prior as much informative as a sample of size m (the size of a MTS). Moreover, the comparison between two prior variance matrices makes sense since they belong to the same statistical space.



EmPP:



π2M IA (θ)



IPP:



π3M IA (θ)



1X G(q −1 , q −1 Xl ), = L l=1  1+1/q 1 θˆn  = q



θ 1/q−1 1+1/q . ˆ θ/q + θn



E XAMPLE 2. (Weibull model.) With π J (µ, β) ∝ (µβ 2 )−1 , the derivated priors are



Finally, data-agreement criteria (1) and (2) can be used, selecting the limit value of the fictitious size for which π is in agreement with data. Choose ω such as



  π ij (µ|β) = G q −1 , (2q)−1 (Xiβ + Xjβ ) ,



Coh(π; Xn ) = 1.



ij



π (β) ∝ β



This can be a general way of calibrating a moderately biased prior if no judgement on the expert opinion (and also its equivalent size of fictitious data) is available.



1/q−2



(Xi Xj )β/2q  1/q . Xiβ + Xjβ



Note that π ij (β) is proper only when q < 1. Choosing π J (µ, β) ∝ (µβ)−1 (the Jeffreys prior), we obtain the 5



same π ij (µ|β) density and
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(Xi Xj )β/2q π ij (β) ∝ β 1/q−1  1/q β β Xi + X j



which is proper for any q > 0. Indeed, inspired by Sun (1997), if (Xi , Xj ) > 1, Xi 6= Xj , then p −1 max(Xi , Xj ) Xi Xj > 1 and β 1/q−1 



(Xi Xj )β/2q 1/q−1 exp (−∆q β) , 1/q ≤ β β β Xi + X j with ∆q = q −1 log



then there exists λij > 0 such as



max(Xi , Xj ) p , X i Xj



max(Xi , Xj ) π ij (β) ≤ λij G q −1 , q −1 log p Xi Xj



!



.



6 CONCLUSIONS In industrial issues, we noted the usual use of horsesense for detecting conflicts between priors and data, when location-scale models are used. But we think that the formalisation of this detection is necessary, especially when several sources of prior information are available or when highly-dimensional models are used. Reliability is a domain in which data-agreement notions are natural and useful. Using expert opinions is frequent in industrial issues where lifetime data are collected with difficulty. Another example is financial analysis. Analysts usually obtain economical data by regular periods of time. They often use independent subjective opinions (for instance based on political prospects) for regularizing the prediction of stock indexes. Such priors are naturally hazardous because largely depending on human factors, with no precise view of their mutual interweavings. The data-agreement criterion can be used to select or reject the experts. One of the most interesting properties of the data-agreement criterion is to accept only prior distributions with reasonable variance and bias. In particular, the arithmetic version (2) provides a stable estimation of the potential discrepancy between prior and data. The selection of MIA candidates can be seen as a tool of modelling benchmark proper densities, as informative as vague expert opinions. Then the data-agreement criteria seems promising and simple tools of subjective prior calibration.
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